INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

Cells must adapt to changing environmental conditions to maintain fitness and to compete with other genotypes during the natural selection process. As fitness is the net growth of a genotype over time, one of the most important variables for single cell organisms during the course of adaptation is the growth rate (GR) of a population composed only of one genotype in relation to the growth rate of other isogenic populations. It is often assumed that higher population growth rates in microorganisms require higher protein synthesis rates ([@B1]--[@B5]). This is because proteins constitute a large fraction of dry mass in both prokaryotes ([@B6]) and eukaryotes (e.g. yeast ([@B7])) and, therefore, their synthesis is the most energetically demanding process ([@B8]). This process is not exclusive of unicellular organisms and probably fast-proliferating tumor cells are also governed by these rules ([@B9],[@B10]).

The translation machinery includes the most abundant noncoding RNAs: rRNA and tRNAs. Thus the eukaryotic RNA polymerases (RNA pol) devoted to the synthesis of rRNA and tRNA (RNA pol I and III) must increase their transcription rates (TRs, see the explanation about the acronyms used in M&M) in parallel to the GR ([@B11]). RNA pol II, however, transcribes a much larger set of mRNAs subjected to multiple regulatory influences, many of which lower in concentration with the GR ([@B12]). So although a large set of mRNAs, which are highly transcribed, is also devoted to ribosome biosynthesis and translation factors ([@B8]), the relationship between the GR and RNA pol II TR is not obviously predictable. Unlike rRNAs and tRNAs, which are stable molecules, mRNAs have a shorter half-life, and both their synthesis and decay significantly contribute to regulate their abundance ([@B13]). The RNA pol II transcription rate, especially for single cell organisms, is highly variable and a proxy of their physiology and metabolism ([@B3]). The influence of the cell cycle ([@B14]) and cell size ([@B15]) on the transcription rate has been investigated in the model yeast *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*. Cell cycle length and cell size are related to the GR ([@B15]). Transcriptome dependence on the yeast GR has been thoroughly investigated in D. Botstein\'s laboratory ([@B16]--[@B19]). These authors have found that the mRNA amount/concentration (RA) of about one third of the genes varies in a GR-dependent manner. In fact based on an RA signature of 72 genes, it is possible to predict the instantaneous GR with reasonable accuracy ([@B17]).

The \[mRNA\] of a given gene is controlled by the action of two opposite forces: synthesis by RNA pol II and degradation by several exonuclease pathways ([@B20]). In the exponential phase, the GR is a distinctive feature of any yeast strain and environmental condition. In this phase, most mRNAs are in a steady state ([@B21]), in which synthesis and degradation rates (DR) are identical. Synthesis is a zero-order reaction, whereas degradation is a first-order reaction that depends on a kinetic degradation constant (*k*~d~) and the mRNA concentration. Therefore, TR = DR = *k*~d~ · RA where k~d~ is a particular feature of each mRNA species and is inversely related with the mRNA half-life (HL): *k*~d~ = ln2/HL.

These simple equations allow any of the three kinetic parameters (RA, TR, or k~d~) to be derived from the other two ([@B22]).

Given the appearance of several genome-wide techniques to measure the synthesis and degradation rates and the mRNA concentrations, in several model organisms, it is possible to quantify the respective contributions of transcription and degradation to the actual concentration for each individual mRNA ([@B13],[@B23]), and also for the sum of them all. To do this, we used multiple data sets of different mutants and altered the key pathways in gene regulation and under different growth conditions obtained by ourselves and others to test the relationship of the three kinetic parameters with the growth rate at global and single gene levels. We found that TR and DR generally tended to increase when growing faster, and in such a way that the total mRNA abundance for most genes remained independent of the GR in a yeast cell. However, some genes, which corresponded to particular protein functions, showed increases and/or decreases exclusively on one side of the equilibrium, which provoked changes in the net abundance of specific mRNAs. With an increasing GR, the abundance of the translation-related mRNAs and the stress-induced mRNAs increased and decreased, respectively, due to transcription in both cases. The abundance of the mitochondria-related mRNAs also decreased with an increasing growth rate, which led to a higher proportion of fermentation over respiration at a higher GR, even in the same high glucose medium. However, this was caused by increased mRNA destabilization, and not by reduced transcription.

We confirmed the latter by a totally different experimental approach. We took advantage of the intrinsic heterogeneity of the GR within wild-type yeast populations under optimal environmental conditions ([@B24]) to set up a new in-house developed procedure to allow the separation of yeast microcolonies according to their GR from a population of genetically identical cells. When comparing mRNA expression levels, we found that slow- and fast-proliferating subpopulations exhibited differential transcriptomic signatures. This suggests the existence of distinct expression programs that are closely linked to the GR and are independent of the environment. The mitochondria- and respiration-related genes were overexpressed in the cells from slower growing microcolonies. The *PUF3* gene, which encodes an RNA-binding protein (RBP) that regulates the stability and translation of many mRNAs related with mitochondrial functions, was also overexpressed at a low growth rate in both the mutant collection and slow-growing microcolonies. Slower growing microcolonies were specifically enriched in long mRNA isoforms with Puf3-binding sites at their 3′ UTRs.

We propose that the growth rate influences gene expression by acting on both sides of the \[mRNA\] equilibrium: synthesis and degradation. The importance of these two opposite processes is distinct for different classes of gene functions. In particular for respiration-related mRNAs, Puf3 exerts a stabilizing influence and promotes respiration at a low GR in a manner that is independent of external glucose concentrations.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#SEC2}
=====================

Meta-analysis of experimental data sets {#SEC2-1}
---------------------------------------

In the first meta-analysis we used several *S. cerevisiae* transcriptomic data sets (published and unpublished) obtained by us. These data included 42 data sets for nascent transcription rates and 21 data sets for mRNA amounts, both obtained by the GRO protocol ([@B25]). All these data sets were obtained from exponentially growing yeast populations. Differences in GRs were due to distinct culture conditions (carbon source, temperature), and also to the single deletions of individual genes. In 34 cases, the TR of a reference sample was simultaneously determined. The nascent TR and RA values for individual genes were measured as ratios with regard to a relevant reference sample: a wild-type (mostly BY4741, see Supplementary Table S1) strain at 28°C in YPD (yeast extract 1%, peptone 1%, glucose 2%) medium. In this way, data can be compared across experiments. Individual values were summed to obtain the global estimates of all the genes. For the total TR (RNA pol I + II + III), the total radioactivity incorporated during a run-on experiment was used.

A recently published set of 44 yeast mutants was also used, in which the authors employed uniform culture conditions: exponential phase cells grown at 30°C in YPD ([@B26]) for which the mature synthesis rate (TR), RA and *k*~d~ were determined according to the cDTA protocol. Since different mutants have distinct cell volumes, the TR and RA values were corrected by dividing each TR and RA gene value by each mutant/wt fold of cell volume compared to its wild-type strain. The data for the different yeast mutants and their wild type were obtained from various sources ([@B27],[@B28]).

Nascent TR and mature mRNA synthesis rate represent different aspects of the same phenomenon ([@B22]). In this paper, for the sake of simplicity, we used the acronym TR to refer to the molecular process of RNA synthesis by any RNA polymerase. Most of the time, we refer only to the RNA pol II TR, otherwise we indicate what we refer to. In GRO experiments TR is calculated as nascent transcription rate but in the cDTA method ([@B26]) a mature mRNA synthesis rate is determined by *in vivo* RNA labeling. The term synthesis rate is used when talking about chemical equilibrium (as in the equation described in the Introduction section); where it refers to the rate of change of the mature mRNA concentration in the cytoplasm ([@B22]). The synthesis rate can be inferred from nascent TR data by assuming that a fixed percentage of nascent mRNA molecules reach the cytoplasm.

Growth rate estimations {#SEC2-2}
-----------------------

For all our experimental conditions, we obtained the GR by growing 50 ml of yeast cultures in 250-ml flasks with shaking (190 rpm) at the desired temperature. Aliquots were taken every 30 min in the exponential phase and their OD~600~ (from 0.05 to 0.7) were measured. The GR (in h^−1^) in the exponential phase was calculated from growth curves (Supplementary Table S1A). Similarly for the 44 yeast mutants used from Sun *et al*. ([@B26]), the GRs of 38 of these strains were calculated from the growth curves obtained by micro-cultivation in a Bioscreen C reader, as described elsewhere ([@B29]) (Supplementary Table S1B). The exponential phase GRs were extracted from growth curves and averaged over replicates (n = 2) (Supplementary Table S1A), as previously described ([@B30]).

Experiment set and data normalization {#SEC2-3}
-------------------------------------

We employed data sets from many different experiments obtained from various platforms. The expression values acquired from these experiments were normalized by means of quantile normalization ([@B31]), and were implemented into the function *NormalizeBetweenArrays* of the Limma R package ([@B32]).

Correlation analysis between parameters and the growth rate: global values {#SEC2-4}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

The global tendencies between different parameters and the GR for our data sets and for those of Sun *et al*. ([@B26]) were calculated by plotting the total RNA pol II transcription, and also for the mRNA concentration and the mRNA degradation constant (*k*~d~). They were all represented as being relative to their wild-type or reference condition. The observed Pearson\'s correlation coefficient, *r*, and the *P*-value of the statistically significant deviation from the null hypothesis of no correlation (*r* = 0) were calculated. A multiple regression model was also applied (see statistical appendix in Supplementary Information).

Enrichment analyses for gene categories {#SEC2-5}
---------------------------------------

For each sample in these experiments, we had the co-variable GR and the corresponding expression profile per gene. The GR-gene expression covariation was quantified using a modified version of Pearson\'s correlation (for details, see R. Tibshirani, G. Chu, B. Narasimhan and J. Li, 2011, SAM, Significance Analysis of Microarrays. R package version 2.0. <http://CRAN.R-project.org/package=samr>) between both values. A gene-to-gene analysis of the differential expression was performed by the Significance Analysis of Microarrays (SAM) method ([@B33],[@B34]) with a false discovery rate of q \< 0.05. A gene set enrichment analysis was applied to previously detected sets of differentially expressed genes. A unilateral Fisher\'s exact test was applied where the gene sets to be compared were the Gene Ontology groups. Analyses were run with R packages (R. Gentleman, with contributions from S. Falcon and D. Sarkar, 2014, Category Analysis. R package version 2.32.0 and M. Carlson, 2014), org.Sc.sgd.db: Genome wide annotation for Yeast. R package version 3.0.0). The whole R code used in this paper is found as Supplementary Material. A second enrichment analysis was run by the Gene Set Analysis (GSA) method (B. Efron and R. Tibshirani, 2010 GSA:, Gene set analysis. R package version 1.03. <http://CRAN.R-project.org/package=GSA>) ([@B35]). A detailed statistical protocol is given as a statistical appendix in Supplementary Information.

Gene ontology representations {#SEC2-6}
-----------------------------

The genes from the global experiment sets for all the parameters (TR, RA, and *k*~d~) from both data sources were ranked according to their correlation with the GR. The over-represented functional categories (Gene Ontology) obtained in the SAM and GSA analyses were reduced and visualized with the ReviGO web server (([@B36]) <http://revigo.irb.hr/>).

Calculating the respiratory quotient (RQ) index {#SEC2-7}
-----------------------------------------------

The protocol described in Quirós *et al*. ([@B37]) was used with the following modifications. RQ determinations were made in MiniBio bioreactors (250 ml nominal volume) (Applikon, Schiedam, The Netherlands) equipped with Peltier-refrigerated gas condensers, filled with YPD broth (200 ml). Cultures were sparged with air at a gas flow of 600 ml/h. The gas flow was controlled with MFC17 mass flow controllers (Aalborg, Orangeburg, NY, USA), whose calibration was verified regularly by a soap bubble flowmeter. The instant CO~2~ and O~2~ concentrations in the exhaust gas were recorded every minute in a *BlueInOne* gas analyzer (Bluesens, Herten, Germany). The measured percentages of both gases were converted into instant production or consumption rates (expressed in moles of gas per liter of culture hourly) by taking into account the contribution of CO~2~ production and O~2~ consumption to the total gas flow. The accumulated production or consumption of each gas was determined as the integral over time of the instant values. The time point that corresponded to 0.15 moles of CO~2~ produced per liter of culture was chosen as a way to standardize the RQ values for comparisons. At this time point, most of the initial sugar was already consumed, thus the corresponding RQ values (RQ 0.15) would reasonably summarize all the culture stages. RQ 0.15 was calculated as the ratio between the accumulated amounts (expressed in moles) of the produced CO~2~ and the consumed O~2~ for this time point.

Cell microencapsulation and microcolony assay {#SEC2-8}
---------------------------------------------

The microencapsulation of individual yeast cells in alginate microspheres (no more than one cell per microparticle) was performed using a Cellena microencapsulator (Ingeniatrics), as described elsewhere ([@B38]). Encapsulated cells were incubated together in YPD medium under standard culturing conditions. After ethanol fixation, microcolonies were analyzed and sorted using a BioSorter large-particle flow cytometer (Union Biometrica). A detailed protocol of the sorting procedures is described in ([@B39]).

Transcriptomic analysis of microcolonies {#SEC2-9}
----------------------------------------

The total RNA extracted from the sorted microcolonies and from the non-sorted controls was sequenced following the 3′ T-fill protocol as previously described ([@B40]). The starting material used was 500--3000 ng of total RNA.

The raw next generation sequencing reads to be first assessed for their quality with the FASTQC tool kit Bad quality reads (phred score \<20) were trimmed. The genome sequence of *S. cerevisiae* S288c (version R64) and its annotations were retrieved from SGD (Saccharomyces Genome Database, <http://yeastgenome.org/>) and used for all the analyses. Raw reads were aligned against the reference genome using BWA/Bowtie2. We quantified the gene expression from the mapped reads using the HTSeq-count package ([@B41]) in order to obtain counts of mapped reads per gene (in the 'intersection-nonempty' mode). As the count process was dependent on sequencing depth, those samples with a small number of reads were removed, whereas those samples with a huge number of reads were down-sampled using the FastqSampler utility from the Shortread package ([@B42]).

The statistical environment R (version 3.1; ([@B43])), was used to perform the statistical analysis. Hierarchical clustering, boxplots, and Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) analyses were performed before and after normalization to measure the differences among samples. The edgeR package from R/BioConductor ([@B44]) was used to normalize and fit count data for the differential gene expression analysis. In order to avoid a bias in poorly expressed genes, those genes with less than five mapped reads per million in at least two samples were removed. An isoform-specific analysis was performed and an assignment was made to transcripts using GSNAP (version 2012--01--11) as previously described ([@B40]).

RESULTS {#SEC3}
=======

Transcription rate scales with the yeast growth rate {#SEC3-1}
----------------------------------------------------

To analyze the relationship between mRNA turnover and growth rate, we analyzed a set of 42 genome-wide transcription rate experiments ([@B25],[@B45]--[@B48]) (Pérez-Ortín, Medina and Antúnez, unpublished), performed by the genomic *run-on* (GRO) method that provides nascent TR data ([@B25]). These experiments corresponded to the yeast strains (wild-types and mutants) that grow in different carbon sources (YPD, YPGal, YPRaff) and at distinct temperatures (from 23°C to 37°C; see Supplementary Table S1A). In each experiment, we obtained individual mRNA amounts, nascent TR and *k*~d~ for most protein-coding genes, as well as the total TR (for all three nuclear RNA polymerases). All the experiments were comparable because the data were normalized by cell numbers and cell volumes ([@B48]).

We first analyzed the global RNA pol II nascent TR and RA data by summing all the protein-coding genes with at least 32 valid data points (5411 genes). Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows a clear positive correlation between the total RNA pol II TR and the growth rate (in red). Within the analyzed GR range, an increase in the TR was approximately proportional to an increase in the GR. This dependence was not caused by the genes that encoded the translation machinery because the overall tendency remained almost identical when they were excluded (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"} in blue). The total TR (including RNA pol I, II and III), which was also obtained in the run-on experiment, correlated positively with the growth rate (Supplementary Figure S1). This was expected because approximately a 75% of the total TR came from RNA pol I + III transcription ([@B8]), which was done to transcribe the non-coding components of the translation machinery (rRNAs and tRNAs).

![The mRNA turnover correlated positively with the yeast growth rate. (**A**) We plotted 34 of the 42 different growth variations (mutant strains, temperature or carbon source variations) for which we had relative transcription rates to a reference sample. A clear dependence of the total nascent transcription rate (TR) of RNA pol II is observed, as measured by GRO ([@B23]) with the GR of the culture in aerated flasks. Values are relative to the corresponding reference strain. Red symbols correspond to the average of all the data, whereas blue symbols correspond to the average of all the data except genes RP and RiBi. Pearson\'s correlation coefficient (r) and the associated *P*-value are shown. (**B**--**D**). We used the data for the average total mRNA synthesis rate (TR), mRNA levels (RA) or mRNA degradation constant (*k*~d~) from 38 mutant strains ([@B26]) and the GR determined by micro-cultivation. The original TR and RA data were corrected by cell volume using data from ([@B27],[@B28]). Once again, we observe a positive dependence of TR and in k~d~, which kept the mRNA levels approximately constant. Pearson\'s correlation coefficients (r) and associated *P*-values are shown. (**E**) Multiple Regression Model shows that the RA can be predicted from the TR and the *k*~d~ with highly significant *P*-values but it cannot be predicted from GR (see Statistical Appendix in Supplementary Information for further explanation).](gkv1512fig1){#F1}

Given the very diverse set of strains and growth conditions (see Supplementary Table S1A), they all revealed their own particular influence on the total TR. Thus the observed growth rate dependence of the TR must be regarded as remarkably robust. Nonetheless, all the data were obtained by a particular technique, GRO, which could be subject to technique-specific systematic biases. To independently confirm our results, we used an independent published data set based on metabolic mRNA labeling, which directly measures the mature mRNAs that appear in the cytoplasm. We analyzed the data that corresponded to 44 yeast mutant populations that grew exponentially at 30°C in YPD from which the TR, RA and *k*~d~ for most of the protein-coding genes were extracted ([@B26]). To complement this data set, we measured the GRs of most of these mutants (38 strains, see Supplementary Table S1B) by micro-cultivation ([@B30]). As the TR should be measured as a change in mRNA concentration over time ([@B22]), and the original data were not corrected, we used the volume estimates of these mutants obtained by Jorgensen *et al*. ([@B27]) and Truong *et al*. ([@B28]) to correct them. The plots for the three parameters are shown in Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}--[D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. Here we see that the TR steadily and proportionally increased with an increasing GR (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), whereas mRNA stability decreased (*k*~d~ increased, Figure [1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The reverse dependencies of the TR and mRNA stability on growth rate ensured that the steady-state mRNA levels, which reflected the joint consequence of mRNA synthesis and degradation rates, were largely independent of the GR (Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). A Multiple Regression Model confirms that RA can be predicted from the TR and from the *k*~d~, as expected, with highly significant *P*-values but it cannot be predicted from the GR (Figure [1E](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Similar results for the *k*~d~ and RA dependence on GR were obtained for our GRO experiments data set from a subset of experiments (see Supplementary Table S4).

Together these results compellingly support that the RNA pol II transcription rates, measured as both the nascent or mature TR, were strongly associated with the growth rate. The degradation rate constant (*k*~d~, see Introduction section) also increased with a rising growth rate, and total \[mRNA\] remained constant. Thus the mRNA turnover rate of yeast cells correlated directly with the population growth rates. Moreover, the increase in mRNA turnover was quantitatively similar to that of the GR, which suggests that the proportionality between both should be maintained.

Protein synthesis genes are more transcribed and respiratory gene transcripts are destabilized at fast growth {#SEC3-2}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The general tendency of the RNA pol II TR represents the average over all protein-coding genes. The particular tendencies of individual genes may diverge substantially from this average and can be studied from our original data sets or from that published by P. Cramer\'s group ([@B26]). To investigate the dominant biological trends among individual genes for each TR, *k*~d~ and RA, we ordered all the normalized data according to their correlation with the growth rate. Two different statistical analyses, the SAM and GSA methods (see M&M), were then applied to identify the gene functions (GO categories) enriched in the top (highest positive r) or the bottom (lowest positive r or highest negative r, depending on the plot) of each ranking list. Both methods and both data sets gave similar results. As the general TR and *k*~d~ tendencies resulted in strong positive correlations with the GR (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), very few genes showed negative correlations. Thus for the TR, and *k*~d~ described below, 'top' means the genes with the strongest positive correlation, whereas 'bottom' generally indicates the genes with the lowest positive (around zero) correlation. In contrast, the RA data sets are centered on zero given the general absence of a change with a GR (Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore the 'bottom' group contains the genes that truly and negatively correlate with the growth rate. As all the data sets were normalized by their median, the found tendencies represent biases of the functional categories with regard to the typical behavior of the population.

The SAM statistical analyses of TR-GR dependence found RiBi (Ribosome Biogenesis), and other protein-synthesis-related genes, to be enriched among the genes whose nascent TRs correlated positively with the GRs (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary Table S2). In contrast, the TRs of the respiration- and mitochondria-related genes tended to be the least positively correlated with GRs (Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The statistical analyses of RA-GR dependence also found that the steady-state mRNA abundance of RiBi- and the other protein synthesis-related genes tended to increase with rising growth rates (Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary Table S2). In contrast, the steady-state mRNA abundance of the respiration- and mitochondria-related genes diminished with faster growth (Figure [2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). We did not analyze the mRNA stability tendencies in this data set because very few data sets were available. Once again, the analysis of the TR-GR dependence in the alternative data set ([@B26]) found that the mRNA synthesis rate of the RiBi- and amino acid biosynthesis-related genes correlated strongly and positively with growth rate, whereas the TRs of the cell cycle and regulation genes tended to decouple from it (see Supplementary Figure S2 and Table S3). Given the larger number of estimates in this case, we also analyzed *k*~d~-GR dependence to find that the mRNA degradation of the RiBi and Glycosylation genes did not correlate with growth rate, whereas the mRNA degradation of the vacuole- and mitochondria-related genes tended to increase with rising GR (see Figure [2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}--[F](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and Supplementary Table S2). Other alternative searches between our TR and RA data and the TR and RA data of Sun *et al*. ([@B26]) were made by the GSA method. Similar results were obtained.

![Search for the Gene Ontology categories that show enhanced dependence on the growth rate. GO enrichment searches for the highest positive and negative GR dependences on the nascent TR, mRNA levels and degradation rates are shown. Apart from the general tendency of the nTR and RA shown in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, certain functional categories are especially enriched among the highest positive correlations (top) with the GR, or among the genes with the lowest correlation (bottom). We show here (**A**--**D**) the analyses done with the data sets used in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} for the nTR and RA, and from the data set of Sun *et al*. ([@B26]) for *k*~d~ (**E**--**F**) using an SAM analysis and summarized by the ReViGO program. Similar results for the TR and RA were obtained with the data sets used in Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}--[C](#F1){ref-type="fig"} ([@B26]); see Supplementary Figure S3.](gkv1512fig2){#F2}

D. Botstein\'s lab made a systematic search for genes whose RA correlated either positively or negatively with the growth rate ([@B16],[@B17],[@B49]). In these studies, a signature of 72 genes was obtained, which strongly depended on the GR. We further analyzed the response of these genes and found that some 50 genes showed essentially identical (decreasing or increasing) tendencies of their RA and TR profiles (Supplementary Figure S3). This indicates that most growth rate-regulated transcripts are controlled manly at the synthesis level. However, we also found seven genes for which mRNA abundance and the TR rate data correlated inversely, which suggests a strong regulation at the stability level.

In conclusion, apart from the general tendency of cells to increase the total mRNA synthesis rate with faster growth, the increased relative transcription of some functional classes of genes was particularly pronounced. As a result of the higher TRs, the steady-state mRNA abundance of these particular types of genes, unlike that observed for the overall transcriptome (Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), seemed to also increase with faster growth. In contrast, the steady-state mRNA concentration of other functional classes of genes actually decreased as a result of faster growth, caused apparently by a particular relative decrease in their mRNA stability (increase in *k*~d~).

Ribosome biogenesis, mitochondria-related and stress-induced genes use different mechanisms to adjust mRNA levels to the growth rate {#SEC3-3}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We previously found that some GO categories differed from the general tendency of no change in mRNA abundance by displaying changes in the GR. To shed further light onto these opposing trends, we separately considered the ribosome biogenesis (GO:0042254) and mitochondrial ribosome (GO:0005761) functional categories. Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"} illustrates how the TR of the RiBi genes increased to result in higher mRNA abundance and thereby, presumably, maintained the ribosome numbers level with GR demands. This is the clearest example of a regulon controlled at the transcriptional level. RiBi mRNA stabilities did not change in a GR-dependent manner (Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). This behavior was similar in ribosomal protein (RP) genes (Supplementary Figure S4). In contrast, the mitochondrial ribosome genes showed no regulation at the transcriptional level (Figure [3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Nevertheless, steady-state mRNA abundance diminished with the GR, which was achieved by a marked reduction in the stability of these mRNAs (Figure [3D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). This is the clearest example of a post-transcriptional regulon ([@B50]).

![Ribosome biogenesis, mitochondria-related and stress-induced genes use different mechanisms to adjust mRNA levels to the growth rate. Using the data from the Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"} data set, we extracted data for the RiBi regulon (GO: 0042254, panels **A** and **B**), for the mitochondrial ribosome (GO: 0005761, panels **C** and **D**), and for the induced part of the ESR ([@B51])(panels **E** and **F**). The genes in the Mitochondrial ribosome GO category (and similarly in the Puf3 regulon, see Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) seem to have lower mRNA levels (RA) with the growth rate (GR) of the culture, mainly by mRNA destabilization (increased degradation constant, *k*~d~). The mRNA levels of the RiBi genes (and the ribosomal protein genes, see Supplementary Figure S4) tend to rise with the GR due to increasing transcription (nTR). The induced part of the ESR conversely lowers, and RA reduces with decreasing transcription. Pearson\'s correlation coefficients (r) and associated *P*-values are shown.](gkv1512fig3){#F3}

Given that the mRNA levels for the respiratory- and other mitochondria-related genes lowered with faster growth, and by assuming no additional compensatory regulation of the translation or post-translational levels, we expected respiration to decrease accordingly. To test this prediction, we selected a set of nine strains (mutants and wild types) from our data set (see Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and Supplementary Table S1A) and determined their respiratory quotient (fermentation/respiration, RQ) in a microfermentor ([@B37]). As seen in Supplementary Figure S5, the lower the mRNA levels of the genes related with respiration (GO:0009060) or mitochondrial ribosome (GO:0005761), the higher the RQs and, thus, the relative influence of respiration on metabolism. This shows that the reduction in mRNA levels of the respiratory and other mitochondrial genes with higher growth rates is physiologically relevant and serves to reduce respiration. This strongly supports the dependence of faster-growing yeast cells on the fermentative metabolism.

Finally, we paid special attention to the frequently studied stress-induced genes of the so-called 'environmental stress response' (ESR) ([@B51]). These genes have been shown to be up-regulated in the RA in slow-growing mutants ([@B12],[@B16]), which implies a negative correlation between their mRNA abundance and growth. It was our intention to establish whether this was indeed the case, and if so, whether or not it was achieved by a change in the TR or DR. Indeed the mRNA abundance of the stress-induced section of the ESR diminished at faster growth (Figure [3E](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). This decrease was achieved exclusively by lowering TRs, and no general change took place in mRNA degradation (Figure [3F](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Thus the stress-induced part of the ESR exemplified a third regulatory strategy: a negative effect of growth rate on transcription rates.

mRNA dependence on the growth rate can be detected within the heterogeneity of a wild-type cell population {#SEC3-4}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

So far we analyzed the dependence of mRNA concentrations, and their synthesis and degradation rates on cellular growth rate across different genotypes and environmental conditions, including mutant strains with impaired proliferation capacity or wild-type cells that grow in different environments. Similarly, previous experiments that have described the influence of the GR on gene expression have also been based on the comparison of cells populations in different carbon sources or under chemostat-regulated conditions ([@B18],[@B52]). These experimental designs cannot rule out the fact that the seeming dependence of TR, RA and *k*~d~ on the GR might be a confounding effect of both depending on a shared third factor in the form of specific mutations and specific adverse environmental effects. The connection between the growth rate and RNA metabolism should happen at the single cell level. In order to rule out that any of those effects occurred only at the population level, we measured the GR of single cells as their ability to produce microcolonies, and we analyzed their GR transcriptomes.

To do this, we analyzed the microcolonies generated after the encapsulation of the single cells that belonged to a clonal wild-type population in alginate microspheres (Supplementary Figure S6). Alginate encapsulation allows the free diffusion of nutrients, is fully compatible with yeast proliferation, and helps sort cells according to their GR potential ([@B38]). No decreased viability was detected after the encapsulation procedure (Supplementary Figure S7A). Encapsulated cells were incubated in rich liquid medium under standard culture conditions and were allowed to proliferate. At the different time points, samples were taken and observed by optical microscopy. The very different size observed in microcolonies indicated an evident variation in the proliferation capacity within this clonal population (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Quantification of the microcolony size by large particle flow cytometry confirmed an intrinsic heterogeneity that increased with incubation time (Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). We tested whether the different microcolony size was due to a distinct size of the microparticle itself or if it was a biased localization within the microparticle. We found no difference for either (Supplementary Figure S7B and S7C). Microcolony size heterogeneity could also be due to an unequal lag phase. The increasing statistical dispersion shown by microcolony size during the time-course experiments, by maintaining symmetrical distribution, was hardly compatible with this possibility (Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Our results are in agreement with previous reports on proliferation heterogeneity conducted under optimal culture conditions in *S. cerevisiae*, detected with technical approaches that did not involve encapsulation ([@B24]).

![Mitochondria-related genes are differentially expressed between slow- and fast-growing microcolonies. The microcolonies developed from the encapsulated single yeast cells exhibited a wide size range after incubation in YPD medium, as detected by optical microscopy (**A**, 13 h of incubation) and large-particle flow-cytometry (**B**). The subpopulations that corresponded to the smallest and biggest microcolonies were sorted after 13 h of incubation. Cells were extracted from 50 particles of each type and from the non-sorted colonies (whole), and were counted under the microscope. Average and standard deviations are shown (**C**). Apparent doubling times were estimated from these data. Population doubling times were also calculated by considering the sum of all the cells present in the analyzed colonies (C). Note that the population doubling-time of the whole population is largely dominated by big microcolonies due to the substantially higher fraction of the cells belonging to them. RNA was extracted from the sorted microcolonies and was sequenced. The mRNAs differentially expressed in the small and big microcolonies belong to several GO categories, including aerobic respiration (GO:0009060) and ribosomal protein coding genes (**D**). Accordingly, mitochondria-related (red) and cell cycle-related (green) genes dominate the list of the most expressed genes in small microcolonies (**E**). *P-*values correspond to the Mann--Whitney U-test.](gkv1512fig4){#F4}

The combination of microencapsulation and large particle flow cytometry allows sister microcolonies to be physically separated by sorting (Supplementary Figure S6). We isolated the 10% top and bottom subpopulations of microcolonies according to their size (Supplementary Figure S6). These two subpopulations exhibited an average cell number of 32 and 2519, respectively, which involves apparent doubling times of approximately 162 and 76 min according to the incubation time under growing conditions (Figure [4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). This longer duplication time of the small microcolony cells agrees with their longer G1 phase and reflects their differential cell-cycle regulation (Delgado--Ramos, Muñoz--Centeno and Chávez, to be published elsewhere). The average cell number and apparent doubling time of non-sorted microcolonies gave intermediate values. However, when all the analyzed microcolonies were considered as a single population, the resulting population doubling time was comparable to the standard liquid cultures (Figure [4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

This simple procedure allowed us to isolate mRNA preparations from the two types of sorted colonies, and to compare their transcriptomes after RNAseq. Several independent mRNA samples were analyzed. Given the small RNA amounts isolated, in particular from slow-growing microcolonies, we analyzed the consistency of the results obtained. As expected, wider variation was found among the RNA samples obtained from small colonies. Yet despite this variation, the cluster analysis very consistently separated big-colony samples from small-colony samples (Supplementary Figure S8). RNA samples obtained from non-sorted microcolonies were also analyzed, and only minor differences with the big-colony samples were detected. Many genes showed a significant differential expression when slow- (small colonies) and fast- (big colonies) growing cell populations were compared (Figure [4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and Supplementary Figure S9). Top differentially expressed genes included several regulators of cell proliferation (Figure [4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), like G1-S transition inhibitor *WHI5* ([@B53]), which is consistent with the differential cell cycle regulation of fast- and slow-proliferating microcolonies. Accordingly, the 'Mitotic cell cycle' gene ontology category (GO0000278) was significantly underrepresented in the mRNA population of slow-growing microcolonies (*P*-value 0.03 for the Mann--Whitney U-test). In addition, the genes that encoded elements of the transcription machinery and energy metabolism were also differentially expressed. More to the point, mitochondria-related genes were significantly overexpressed and ribosomal protein genes were under expressed in small microcolonies (Figure [4E](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). We conclude that even in the absence of genetic or environmental variation, cells can adopt different GRs, which were distinguished by the typical mRNA signatures of fast or slow growth ([@B12]). Among them, slow-growing cells displayed a respiratory profile due to the higher expression of respiratory genes.

The genes overexpressed in small microcolonies included three regulators of the energy metabolism during the transition from fermentation to respiration: *SIP4* ([@B54],[@B55]), *ERT1* ([@B56]) and *PUF3* ([@B57]). We wondered if the overexpression of these factors was specific for the small microcolonies in the wild type, or whether it could also be detected in the mutants and environmental conditions as studied above. Unfortunately, *SIP4* and *ERT1* were not present in the data sets, although *PUF3* was. We detected a negative correlation between the GR and its mRNA levels in the data set from ref. ([@B26]) (Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Puf3p has been reported to favor the translation of a set of mitochondria-related genes under respiratory conditions and to promote their degradation under fermentative conditions ([@B58]). Therefore, as expected, we found that the mRNA levels of the Puf3 post-transcriptional regulon showed a clear tendency to decrease with the GR due to a significant increase in mRNA degradation under highly proliferative conditions (Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, the regulation of the *PUF3* expression itself was due to transcriptional control and not to changes in its mRNA stability (Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}).

![Puf3-related expression changes. (**A**) The RA (red dots), TR (blue dots) and *k*~d~ (lower panel black dots) of the *PUF3* gene expression, along with the data set from Sun *et al*. ([@B26]), are shown. There is a statistically significant decrease in RA with the GR due to a drop in the TR given that kd even has a slight non-significant negative slope. (**B**) PUF3-post transcriptional regulon genes ([@B68]) show a drop in the mRNA levels (red) due to *k*~d~ increasing (mRNA destabilization). (**C**) Boxplot comparing the relative mRNA amount of genes that contain annotated Puf3-binding sites in their 3′ UTR. The alternative polyadenylation isoforms that contain Puf3-binding sites (bound, in blue) are significantly enriched in small microcolonies compared to the isoforms, excluding Puf3-binding sites (not bound, in pink). (**D**) Analysis of the eight gene members of the Puf3 regulon, which presented simultaneously alternative polyadenylation isoforms both with and without Puf3-binding sites in both small and big microcolonies (minimum of 10 reads). Seven genes presented greater enrichment in the small subpopulation for those isoforms that contain Puf3-binding sites.](gkv1512fig5){#F5}

Due to low biological material abundance, we were unable to measure mRNA stability in isolated microcolonies. As an alternative approach, we reasoned that we could use the relative abundance of those alternative mRNA isoforms that present differential half-life as an indirect tool to investigate mRNA stability ([@B59]). Specifically we analyzed the relative distribution of 3′ polyadenylation mRNA isoforms by exhibiting different lengths of their 3′ end in the two populations of microcolonies. Some of these isoforms contained well-known interaction sites for factors that modified mRNA stability upon binding ([@B60]). We found that the isoforms that contained the Puf3-binding site ([@B60]) were enriched in slow-growing (small) microcolonies compared to alternative isoforms for the same genes that did not contain this binding site (Figure [5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, when we restricted our analysis to the eight gene members of the Puf3 regulon that presented significant numbers of reads of alternative isoforms (with and without Puf3-binding sites) in both small and big microcolonies, we found that seven genes presented greater enrichment in the small subpopulation for those isoforms that contained Puf3-binding sites (Figure [5D](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). These results suggest that the higher Puf3 expression in the slow-growing microcolonies brought about an increase in the levels of its target genes, mediated probably by the stabilization of their mRNAs, although Puf3 can affect other events in the mRNA cell cycle as well ([@B58],[@B61]). We found an opposite bias for those mRNAs that were potentially bound by Sro9, an RNA binding protein with an unclear role that is significantly overexpressed in the slow-growing subpopulation (Supplementary Figures S10--S11). This suggests that other regulatory proteins may differentially control mRNA abundance in response to the GR by acting on mRNA stability. Significantly lowered levels in small microcolonies were also found for the genes that were targets of two other RNA binding proteins, Nsr11 and Nrd1, involved in nuclear RNA decay ([@B62]) (Supplementary Figure S12). Overall, we conclude that RNA stability was also differentially regulated in wild-type cells with distinct proliferation rates, and that this regulation was likely responsible for the respiratory phenotype of slow-growing cells.

DISCUSSION {#SEC4}
==========

The need for novel proteins in proliferation cells is enormous ([@B1]), which means that much, and probably the majority, of the transcription effort should be dedicated to translation-related RNAs ([@B8]). Hence, it is reasonable to assume that a primary task for transcriptional machineries is the production of these RNA molecules at a rate that is directly related to the growth rate. Such a direct relation to the GR has already been described for protein biosynthesis ([@B3]--[@B5]). We herein confirm that transcription of genes encoding ribosomal components and translation-related elements is directly dependent on the GR (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and Supplementary Figure S2). However, as 85% of RNA pol II transcription was not directly linked to protein synthesis ([@B63]), the overall synthesis rate of this RNA pol did not necessary have to be linked to the growth rate, but we have found in this work that it was indeed as dependent on the GR as the total RNA pol I + III transcription was (Supplementary Figure S1). TR depends on the growth rate for most protein-coding genes as 90% of the genes showed a positive TR/GR correlation. These results coincide with previous findings obtained from a limited set of yeast genes ([@B64]).

We considered two conceivable explanations for the dependence of the RNA pol II TR on the growth rate: dilution of mRNA in the growing population, or change in mRNA degradation rates. We rule out mRNA dilution as the main explanation for the TR/GR coupling, contrarily to what has been proposed ([@B5],[@B64]). It is true that under exponential growth the total cell volume (the sum of the volume of all the cells in the population) increases constantly. Thus, in order to keep the same mRNA concentration, it is necessary to continuously increase RNA synthesis ([@B63]). However, we previously calculated this dilution effect and found that it explained only an average 8% of the RNA pol II TR for fast-growing cultures ([@B63]). In this work, by using the wild type TR data from ([@B26]) and its GR in flasks (Supplementary Table S1A), we found that only 11.7% of the TR increase was required to compensate dilution. In slow-growing cultures, this percentage should be even lower (a minimum of 4% in the slowest mutant). This 7.7% difference certainly did not contribute much to explain the almost 3-fold increase noted in the TR between the fastest and slowest GRs (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

In contrast to mRNA dilution, we did find a convincing explanation for the TR/GR coupling in the variation of mRNA decay rates. It is usually assumed that mRNA levels change with the GR (Keren *et al*., 2015). This change, however, affects only one third of the transcriptome ([@B17]) and only part of these changes are increases. Our results showed that the global mRNA level (concentration) remained approximately constant (Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) and, therefore, mRNA stability changes were counter-directional to, and compensated for, TR changes (Figure [1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). This major change in the global mRNA stability with the GR was not anticipated. The consequence of the parallel variation of the TR and the *k*~d~ with the GR is not a real increase in the mRNA levels for most genes, but an increase in the turnover rate. *k*~d~ approximately doubled when the GR doubled (Figure [1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), which means that every mRNA half-life data set published to date (e.g. ([@B21],[@B26],[@B65],[@B66])) should be corrected by a factor that depends on the growth rate, if comparisons are to be made.

An important and potentially critical consequence of this faster mRNA turnover is that it compensates for the short cell cycle. In other words, the cell cycle fraction that is traversed in the time it takes to change mRNA abundance remains more or less constant, and independently of the growth rate. We estimated that GR/*k*~d~ remained constant at ∼0.11 of the analyzed spectrum of growth rates. This low ratio value reflected the predominance of *k*~d~ over dilution for mRNA disappearance in yeast. Although evidence for selection is lacking, it is easy to believe that this ratio represents a species-specific optimum value that relates to the environmental response capacity of cells. As lower mRNA stability speeds up changes in mRNA abundance ([@B67]), it also enables faster adaptive responses to potential environmental change. This could have a stronger impact on fast-growing cultures. This situation can be envisioned as being similar to driving a car at high speed: faster reactions are required to avoid dangerous consequences.

Some gene function categories have trends that deviate from average behavior. The mRNA levels of these categories changed with the GR, which is in accordance with previous observations ([@B16],[@B17]). In particular, translation-related genes, e.g. ribosomal proteins, ribosome biogenesis, amino acid biosynthesis and translation factors (see Supplementary Table S2 for *P*-values), had higher than average Pearson\'s correlations to GRs (Figures [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) for both TR data sets. They also correlated positively with mRNA levels (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary Figures S2C and S4). The reason for this trend was very likely the need for higher translation rates and the associated need for higher concentrations of translation machinery components (ribosomes, tRNAs, protein factors ([@B2],[@B3])) with faster growth rates.

In contrast, the mRNA levels of the respiration- and mitochondria-related genes lowered at higher GRs (Figure [3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and Supplementary Figure S2D and F). Although, this was previously reported (Brauer 2008, Airoldi 2009) our results show, for the first time, that change in mRNA levels was not due to a change in the synthesis rate, but to mRNA destabilization (Figure [3D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Many mitochondria-related genes belong to post transcriptional regulons, which are controlled at the degradation level ([@B50]). A group of these mRNAs has binding sites for the Puf3 protein within their 3′ UTR. This protein controls mRNA location ([@B61]) and stability in response to the carbon source ([@B57]). Since the data sets that we analyzed herein came mostly ([@B23],[@B27],[@B45],[@B47],[@B48]), or totally ([@B26]), from exponentially growing YPD samples, it is clear that mRNA stability dependence on the GR that we report herein was no indirect reflection of dependence on the carbon source. This idea was reinforced with the microcolonies experiment in which encapsulated cells were also grown in YPD. Thus it is likely that Puf3 is partially responsible for the destabilization of the respiration- and mitochondria-related genes at a faster GR (Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Using the most extensively cited study ([@B68]), we found a significant enrichment (*P* \< 0.05) of Puf3 targets among the destabilized genes at a faster growth. It was also interesting to note that, among the Puf3-regulated genes, only the long mRNA isoforms with potential Puf3-binding sites ([@B60]) were asymmetrically enriched in slow- versus fast-growing microcolonies (Figure [5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The regulatory model that arose from these and other published results was the following: a low GR activated *PUF3* expression, which would favor its role in the expression of its target genes. Our analysis showed that *PUF3* up-regulation occurred at the transcriptional level (Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), although Puf3p controlled its regulon post-transcriptionally (Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}).

One clear conclusion drawn from our experiments is that *S. cerevisiae* adapted its energy metabolism to the GR. This strategy has a counterpart in cancer cells, which use higher glycolytic (fermentation to lactate) rates instead of respiration in the presence of both glucose and oxygen (i.e. 'Warburg effect' ([@B9],[@B69])). Yeast slow growth was accompanied by a rise in the mRNA levels of the mitochondrial and respiratory genes which, in turn, provoked a relative increase in respiratory metabolism (Supplementary Figure S5). Correspondingly, faster growth was associated with a relative increase in fermentative metabolism. Based on chemostat experiments, Lu *et al*. ([@B52]) suggested that slow growth might be accompanied by higher respiration. The inverse correlation between the GR and respiration is interesting because *S. cerevisiae* and other Crabtree-positive yeasts are assumed to have adopted a fast fermentation of glucose to ethanol as an evolutionary strategy to compete with other microorganisms ([@B70],[@B71]). It seems, therefore, that yeast equates a higher GR with fermentation for competitive purposes and a lower GR with respiration and a more energy-efficient metabolism.

The conclusion we drew on the interdependence of the GR and respiration-related genes expression was based on a meta-analysis of (mainly) mutant collections but was confirmed by a microcolony assay in which all the cells were wild-type, had the same genome and were culture in the same environment. The existence of intrinsic expression variability in wild-type yeast populations has been previously shown and allows cells to anticipate environmental changes ([@B72],[@B73]). However, it has not been shown whether this variability is just caused by the random cell-to-cell variation of gene expression, or if it is constituted a metastable expression program that can be inherited through the mitotic cycle. Our results indicates that this is the case since noisy fluctuations of gene expression, without transmitting through cell division, would not likely explain the existence of slow and fast proliferating subpopulations with specific transcriptomic signatures. The coexistence of two populations with different energy metabolisms in a single yeast population led to an alternative reinterpretation of diauxic transition, as observed in yeast cultures when glucose declined in the medium. The change from fermentative to respiratory metabolism, rather than cell reprogramming, could result from the differential effect that glucose exhaustion would have on fast and slow proliferating cells. Whereas the former would stop growing, the latter would take the lead of the culture by just continuing their slow proliferation based on respiration.

Finally, it has been recently shown that transcription and mRNA degradation machineries cross-talk to control the total mRNA concentration within a homeostatic range ([@B26],[@B48]). This cross-talk can also be used by pathogens in an opposite manner to disrupt the host gene-expression program ([@B74]). From this point of view we can interpret that the parallel increases in both the TR and *k*~d~ with the GR, without major changes in the mRNA levels (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), would be the consequence of the mechanistic coupling between gene transcription and mRNA decay. However, for both the ESR genes and the mitochondria-related genes, mRNA concentration correlated either positively or negatively with the GR. mRNA decay, but not transcription, was controlled by the GR in mitochondrial genes, whereas transcription, but not degradation, was modulated by the GR in ESR genes (Supplementary Figure S13). These scenarios would involve the inactivation of the cross-talk mechanism which operates to achieve the homeostasis of mRNA levels ([@B13],[@B48]). This is an additional, but not necessarily excluding, view to the existence of specific transcriptional (RPs, RiBi, Msn2/4) or post-transcriptional (mitochondrial) regulons.
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